
The Glencoe 1 is a lightweight one person, three season tent aimed primarily at solo backpackers
who need to keep the weight of their packs down to a minimum, whilst also requiring a very light
weight, functional shelter... that doesn't break the bank!

Key Features:

* Just 2kg in weight
* Fast to erect
* Twin entrances
* Deceptively spacious interior
* Pack size: 42cm x 15cm

Total weight with aluminium alloy V-pegs: 2kg
Total weight with Superlite titanium tent pegs: 1.96kg

The Glencoe 1 is an absolute dream to set up. Erecting the
Glencoe 1 is very fast and very easy - in fact it could not be simpler.

Lay out the inner tent on the ground, and after sliding the tent pole sections together, carefully feed the
poles diagonally through the mesh sleeves. Now slot the pole ends into the dedicated metal eyelets on
each of the four corner floor straps. The inner tent will now self stand allowing you to easily pick up the tent
and move it to a suitable pitch.

Once you are happy with your pitch site, peg down the four corner floor straps to provide a nice taut and
even shape to the inner tent. Then simply drape the flysheet over the inner tent (please note the four ties
on the inner of the flysheet to hold it in place over the poles) and now clip the four flysheet corner
buckles into the corresponding points on the four floor corners. The four corner straps can be adjusted to
tension the flysheet as required. Now  all that then remains to be done is to peg out the porch area. The
two guylines can be attached and pegged out if required. And the tent is ready for use. With practice the
tent is set up ready for use in just a few short minutes.

It may be prudent to employ a lightweight groundsheet, or as we do, use a polythene survival bag under
the tent as additional protection for the tent floor, particularly if camping on suspect ground.

Tips: Always do the entrance zips up before pegging out the tent in order to maintain the shape, and
always fully dry out the tent before long term storage to prevent the tent succumbing to mould.

If there is anything you are not sure about or you have any issues at all with
the tent, then please do not hesitate to email us at: station13@btinternet.com

For additional details about this tent, go to our website at:
www.station13.co.uk
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